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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of an investigation into the development of an

interface system for the design of submersible internal arrangements and hull forms. The

research and development were conducted as a Trident Scholar project at the United

States Naval Academy. The design process was founded on what is being called

concurrent design methodology. The development of the process involved the interfacing

of commercially available geometric modeling and CAD tools with analytical parametric

methods of marine vehicle drag analysis. The interfaced design tools were th.n employed

to design a human powered submersible in order to validate the efficiency of the

particular concurrent design processes used in this project. The submersible vehicle's

design requirements were established by the Biannual Human Powered Submarine Race

committee. To provide a basis for relative performance comparisons, previously

constructed and raced submersibles were remodeled using the system's CAD tools in order

to be evaluated and compared to the new design generated by this project. The methods

of design and analysis are detailed in this report. The report also contains a new program

that was created to extract vehicle hull form characteristics from geometric data. The

results of this project have shown probable reductions in vehicle drag over existing human

powered submersibles. Accu:ion For
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1.0 Nomenclature

.3ds -3D Studio CAD file format

A -area

APM -analytical parametric methods

Ax -maximum section area

CA -model-ship correlation allowance

CAD -computer aided design

CAM -computer aided manufacturing

CF -frictional drag coefficient

CFD -computational fluid dynamics

Cp -prismatic coefficient

C, -residual drag or form drag coefficient

C1  -total drag coefficient or CDwet

D -diameter

Dh -hydraulic diameter

.dxf -data exchange file

D/L -thickness ratio

EHP -effective horsepower

EPDA -equivalent parasite drag area

L -length

L/D -fineness ratio

I17D -tail-cone fineness ratio

p -mass density of operating fluid

P.C. -propulsive coefficient

RT -total resistance

RBH -bare hull resistence

R,,p -appendage resistence

RN -Reynold's number

SHP -shaft horsepower

Swet -wetted surface area

V -velocity

v -volume

v -kinematic viscosity



2.0 Introduction

The interfaced computer aided design (CAD) system concept stems from the need,

in concurrent design methodology, for prompt and accurate three dimensional modeling

of objects, to provide geometric data for later analysis and a visual medium of

communication among clients, inventors, designers and engineers. The efforts of this

Trident Scholar project were to interface commercially available CAD capabilities with

parametric hydrodynamic hull performance calculations in order to provide a more

effective method of submersible vehicle design, where internal arrangements are the

crucial factors. The internal arrangements are critical because they impact directly on the

efficiency and degree of mission satisfaction achieved by the vehicle. To estimate vehicle

performance, analytical parametric methods (APM) of hull form hydrodynamic analysis

were used in the interfaced system, where APM offers the capability to rapidly predict

relative hydrodynamic performance based on hull shape parameters.

A major problem faced with any interfacing or integration among design phase-

is the difficulty of data exchange [Johnson 1990a, Gillman 1991]. Integrated systems

require the same operating system, dynamic exchange of data, and, most importantly, a

common data format. Many attempts have been made to establish a standard form for the

storage and retrieval of geometric data [Gillman 1991, Johnson 1990, Hays 1990]. Even

though some of these efforts have produced effective storage methods, the CAD industry

is too diverse to adopt any single form, and therefore large integrated design systems have

eluded the engineer. As an alternative, designers have turned to interfaced systems.

Chris Borland of Boeing states that "Interfaced systems generally make it easier to

perform tasks not originally conceived by developers of integrated systems with similar

objectives." Another step toward CAD hull form and APM interfacing, once data forms

have been normalized, involves manipulating the geometric data into relevant information.

For this project, a data translation program was used to manipulate the geometric data.

It served to read in geometric data, in a pre-specified form, and output that data as

required to provide useful information, which, in this case, was input for the APM

analysis.
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The design of a human powered submersible is used as an example to

demonstrate the logical and efficient design process an interfaced CAD and APM system

makes possible. The surnersible design may be considered for possible future

construction and entry into the Bi-annual Human Powered Submarine Race by the United

States Naval Academy. It is believed that enhancement of the submersible design process

using concurrent methodology will in turn boost the performance of the vehicle.
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3.0 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Trident research project were as follows:

1. Assemble a PC based, interfaced CAD and APM design system that will assist

the user in optimizing the hull form that is constrained by the arrangement of the internal

components. The optimization includes estimating the hydrodynamic consequences of the

external shape necessary for a given set of internal arrangements and associated operator

movements in order to design a hull form for a human powered submersible.

2. Show validity and effectiveness of an interfaced CAD/APM design process and

its relation to concurrent engineering.

3. Present a proposed human powered submersible design to the U.S. Naval

Academy's department of Naval Architecture, Ocean and Marine Engineering (NAOME),

for consideration of future model testing and construction.
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4 BACKGROUND

4.1 Concurrent Engineering

In today's engineering world the computer has become an integral part of design

and analysis. However, there is a lack of adequate interfacing and integration among

software components

necessary for "concurrent

engineering." The phrase
"concurrent engineering" refers

to a design methodology with tutnfs s

the aim to engineer, design,

manufacture and evaluate a urn Ki

project throughout its life cycle
till 9

within an interfaced "design A ,VIAT

system." The concurrent JWA

design system provides the 0 ,
FL0001811 1IN

necessary support tools to 1.911 & . N
rum"I

examine all facets of design, KIM

manufacture, and product c't , ,

performance from

commencement of the project Figure 1 Traditional ship design spiral. [Taggart 1980]

[Jebb 1992]. Concurrent

design contrasts the traditional series or sequential approach by allowing the users to

examine the product at any point along the conventional design spiral (Figure 1) during

any phase of the project. Concurrent methodology seeks to convert the serial nature of

the design spiral into a parallel effort, reducing development time, design costs, and

design-to- manufacture interface obstacles [Keys 1992, Jebb 19921.

The major "bottleneck" concurrent engineering faces today is the rapid exchange

of data. The multitude of computer based tools that must be interfaced to accomplish

concurrent design generates a wealth of information that must be stored in a neutral

format to enable all applications to make use of it. A Standard for the Exchange of
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Product (STEP) model data is a proposed system for the storage and standardization of

product data. "STEP will allow a single logical database to support the data storage and

retrieval requirements of all the computer-based design and analysis applications used

throughout the product's life cycle" [Gillman 1991]. Also, The International Towing Tank

Conference (ITTC) Symbols and Terminology Group has been developing a standard

neutral format for the exchange of hydrodynamic performance data using the format

specifications being developed by ISO/STEP for hull form, propeller and appendage

geometry data [Johnson 1990a]. With advances in technology and industry cooperation

as seen in these examples, the future of concurrent engineering is encouraging. It has

been attempted to apply concurrent engineering ideas in a limited manner by the

interfacing of CAD and APM, for the purpose of developing an efficient submersible

design tool.

4.2 3-D CAD-Hull Forms/Internal Arrangements

"Computer aided geometric modeling or computer aided design (CAD) is

the ability to represent physical objects to allow design (synthesis) and

evaluation (analysis and simulation) in a unified computer environment."

[Chryssostomidis 1990]

CAD has been under development for over thirty years. Many techniques have

evolved for the synthesis of objects in a computer environment. Wireframe and surface

modeling are the most common; but recently, research has led to solids modeling which

allows representation of physical objects as solids by the computer. This avoids many

of the ambiguitr s associated with wireframe and surface models [Chryssostomidis 1990].

However, because of the solid modeling CAD system's complexity, a user-friendly

interface is still in development [Cugini 1991]. In order to maintain a tolerant user

interface, this project involved the use of commercially available wireframe and surface

modeling CAD systems.

Both wireframe and surface modeling have specific advantages for the designer.

Wireframe models use edge curves and object end points for object synthesis. Because
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of their relative simplicity, they are useful in representing complex models, such as

submersible vehicle internal arrangements, for basic computer analysis [Chryssostomidis

19901. Although the wireframe method represents the objects accurately to the eye, this

method presents the problem of fairing hull forms. Fairing refers to the systems' ability

to fit a "fair" or smooth surface to the established vertices of the wiremesh. This dilemma

is mostly of concern when the design reaches the modeling phase of development. This

is because computer aided manufacturing (CAM) of models has become so efficient that

any disparities in the hull's geometric data are reproduced in the model.

To overcome this, surface modeling techniques were developed in the 1960's.

Surface modeling systems typically employ piecewise continuous polynomial parametric

surfaces [Rogers 1990]. Numerous systems based on Coons patches, Ferguson, Bezier

and B-spline tensor product and rational surfaces have evolved [Rogers 1990, Faux 1981 ].

Surface methods of object synthesis are very practical in hull form design because of the

inherent fairing that results from the mathematical construction of these surfaces. A

common example of a surface modeling system used at the Naval Academy is the hull

design system Fastship which employs B-spline surface construction. Despite the

efficiency in hull synthesis, surface modeling methods are not practical for representation

of objects with complex faceted geometric shapes. These complex shapes include most

of the internal arrangements found in vehicle design. Because explicit -onnectivity

information of the surfaces is not provided, the attempted synthesis of complex shapes

may lead to surfaces that bound a physically unrealizable object. This weakness of

surface modeling systems also complicates design analysis. [Chryssostomidis 1990, Miller

1986].

As indicated by Chryssostomidis, computer aided geometric modeling not only

involves synthesis, but should also include analysis and simulation. The various aspects

of marine vehicle analysis are discussed in the following section (4.3). The topic of

simulation, however, is addressed with regard to 3D CAD because, for the design of

human powered submersibles, simulation requires the ability to examine the motions of

the submersible operators through animation of the human propulsor and driver. This

subject is further detailed in Sections 5.1b, 5.1c and 5.2a.



4.3 Fluid Dynamics of Vehicle Design

The field of vehicle fluid dynamics encompasses many specialty areas which

includes performance predictions based on empirical geometric parameter analysis,

computational fluid dynamic modeling, and model testing of the vehicle alternatives.

This section briefly introduces the latter two subjects, but focuses on geometric parameter

analysis which is referred to in this report as analytical parametric methods (APM) and

is the method of analysis used in this project.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is most commonly applied to fluid flow

situations where lifting forces dominate the design. The solution can then be derived

from linear theories where viscosity is neglected [Morgan and Lin 1987). Currently, the

major unresolved problem for CFD has been solving for the viscous flow drag associated

with ship hydrodynamics through application of the Navier-Stokes equations [Johnson

1990b]. This problem is being addressed by the application of turbulence models, but to

date, there exists no accurate model for 3D flows. Therefore, CFD calculations for hull

resistance are currently not a viable option. The advances and limitations of CFD

methods are discussed in detail by Johnson ,1990b, "On the Integration of CFD and CAD

Ship Design".

Marine vehicle model testing in towing tanks and wind tunnels is the basis of

vehicle hydrodynamics. With W. Froude's advent of the method for extrapolating model-

test data to full-scale application by correcting for the differences in skin friction drag,

the use of model tests for performance predictions became the standard. The International

Towing Tank Conference (ITTC), established in 1932, is accepted as the coordinating

body for this field of work. The conference serves to review attempts to improve model

testing methods and publish them as standards. Model testing, however, is still a costly

and time consuming process to use at the beginning stages of development. Therefore,

the data from decades of model tests have been used to develop analytical expressions

that estimate hull performance. These expressions range from drag and propulsive

relationships to equations for seakeeping and stability.

Any discussion of analytical predictions of hull powering performance begins with

the total hull resistance (RT) which is comprised of the bare hull resistance and the
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appendage resistance. Therefore,

RT= RBH + RAP 4-1

The bare hull resistance comprises approximately 60-70% of the total resistance for large

fully submerged submarines and is therefore the principal factor [Gillmer 1982]. To

analyze and predict the bare hull resistance, Equation 4-2 is most commonly used.

RBH= 1/2pAV 2C.. 4-2

where, p = mass density of the operating fluid (slugs/ft),
A = reference area (generally wetted surface) (ft2),
V= velocity (ft/s),
CT= CD..t = non-dimensional drag (or total resistance) coefficient.

The drag coefficient, CT is associated with a particular reference area which must

be accurately determined as a function of speed. This is don: by measuring the model's

resistance as it is towed through the model tank and then solving equation 4-2 for the

total resistance coefficient at that speed.

In an attempt to analytically predict CT of the prototype, the total resistance

coefficient is generally broken down into components.

CT= CF +CR +CA 4-3

The drag coefficient consists of a friction drag coefficient, CF. and a residuary (or form)

drag coefficient, C. [Allmendinger 1990, Gillmer 1982, Hoerner 1965]. CT also may

include other small factors. Typically, a model-ship correlation allowance CA (.0002 to

.0015) may be added to account for submersible surface roughness [Allmendinger 1990].

However, this allowance is ignored within this project as it is assumed that all hull forms

will have a similarly smooth surface. Also, an adjustment for wave-making resistance,

Cw. should be added if operating at a depth of less than five times the hull diameter

[Allmendinger 1990]. This coefficient is also neglected as the human powered submarine

race is typically held at depths greater than 20 feet and the hulls being considered here

are generally three feet in diameter.

The frictional drag coefficient has been the focus of many experiments to

determine an equation to predict this coefficient empirically. In 1932 K. Schoenherr

developed a formuia, Equation (4-4), to fit data for turbulent friction along a smooth plate

[Gillmer 1982].
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0.242/(C,)°" = logio(R.CF) 4-4

The Schoenherr formula underestimates the frictional resistance of models where

turbulence stimulators are used to trip the laminar boundary layer flow at low Reynolds

numbers. It also does not allow C. to be explicitly solved for as a function of Reynolds

number [Gillmer 1982]. Therefore, in 1957 the ITTC adopted Equation (4-5) as an

interim model-ship correlation line solution, accounting for the artificially turbulent model

flow, in order to predict full scale ship resistance.

CF= .075/(log1 oRk-2)2  4-5

In order to eliminate the problem of iteratively solving for CF as a function of

Reynolds number in Equation (4-4), Hoerner' developed the following formula which fits

the Schoenherr line reasonably well between Reynolds number ranges of 106 to 10'.

CF= Y/RnM
where, K=.044

m= 6 4-6

Figure 2, on the following page, shows the relationship of CF versus Reynolds number for

Equations (4-4), (4-5) and (4-6).

The residuary resistance, CR, accounts for the resistance component caused by flow

separation associated with adverse pressure gradients on the rear half of the vehicle.

(This resistance component is known as form drag in aerodynamics.) "The analytical

prediction of CR is very difficult due to the complexities of the physics of fluid

separation" [Allmendinger 90]. To examine residuary resistance, thousands of model tests

have been conducted to measure the total drag, and then subtraction of the frictional

resistance using the Schoenherr line (4-4) or the ITTC line (4-5) produces the residuary

resistance. Figure 3 illustrates the effects of hull shape on C1 by plotting it against the

length to diameter ratio. The two lines on this plot bound the expected operating regions

'In Hoerner's book Fluid Dyncenic Drag, it states that K=.44 for the given
Reynolds number range. However, this values does not produce the expected
values of CF. Based on the other values of K (0.030, .036) it has been assumed
that the value of .44 is a misprint and should read 0.044.
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of the human powered submersibles. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow

within the range, R1= 106107, further complicates attempts to predict CR and CF values.

It is within this Reynolds number region that operation of human powered submersibles

occurs.

However, for the purely laminar and turbulent regions of the Reynolds number

ranges, various analytical expressions have been developed and may be applied on a

comparative basis in the transition realm. Hoemer approximates the total resistance

coefficient, CT, as CF multiplied by an empirically determined factor to account for form

drag as a function of diameter to length ratio [Hoerner 65].

CT= CF * [I + 1.5(D/L) 3/2 + 7(D/L)3] 4-7

Figure 4 plots the relation of CT versus Reynolds number while varying D/L. Note the

large amount of scatter in the transition region, R.= 2xl06 -2xl0 7 [Brooks 1967]. The

expression D/L is a ratio of the maximum diameter to the hull length and is referred to

as the thickness ratio. Conversely, the expression L/D is used as the fineness ratio. For

purposes of examining non-axisymmetric hull forms a hydraulic diameter was used and

is defined as: D= Dh= (4Axht)°s where Ax=max section area 4-8

With this approximation of CT, Equation (4-2) can be used to predict the total drag which

in turn allows relative hull performance analysis.

The fineness(L/D) or thickness(D/L) ratio as seen in Figures 4 and 5 [Hoerner

19651 is an extremely vital design characteristics that influences the total drag through the

residuary drag term as well as affecting fthe separation point of a hull. From model tests

done at the David Taylor Model Basin, it was determined that a fineness ratio (L/D) of

about 7.0 is optimum for streamlined, appended submersibles. Within the L/D range of

6.5 to 8.0 performance dropoff is not appreciable [Gertler 1950, Brooks 1967, Ballard

1989].

However, many other hull form characteristics also play a key role in examining

and optimizing a submersible's hull powering performance. Wetted Surface area (SJ is

certainly a major factor in drag minimization which is apparent from Equation (4-2).

Another geometric property that is examined is the section area curve of the hull form,

which is a plot of the section areas as a function of the longitudinal position along the
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Figure 6 Variation of drag coefficient as a function of
tail-cone fineness ratio (1-d).
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hull. Although difficult to prove analytically, it is obvious from model tests that the

section area curve of the body has a significant effect on flow separation and the resulting

form drag of the hull. Unfairness in the section area curve will most likely contribute to

flow separation and a resulting increase in form drag. A final key property is that of tail-

cone fineness ratio which is defined as: I'*D. This property is further defined and

illustrated in Figure 6 [Brooks 1967]. For the optimum L/D ratio of 6.5, a tail-cone

fineness (TCF) ratio of 3.9 is recommended [Brooks 1967]. Also, [Ballard 1989] suggests

that the tail cone taper not exceed 20 degrees. This statement supports Brooks'

recommendation of a TCF ratio equal to 3.9 which corresponds to an angle of

approximately 15 degrees. Finally, two other properties of lesser importance are the

prismatic coefficient (Cp) and logitudinal

CP= V/LAX 4-9

position of maximum section area (A,) [Brooks 1967]. Figures 7 and 8 [Gertler 1950]

illustrate their effect on performance for small changes at relatively low operating speeds.

A Cp of .6 for hulls experiencing turbulent flow is seen as optimum. The position of A.

should be approximately 40% of the hull length from the nose. However, [Hoerner 1965]

states that by moving A. further aft, laminarization may be continued to higher Reynolds

numbers. Laminarization refers the partial laminar flow over the length of the body.

For the purposes of this project, the hull appendages were limited to control and

stability surfaces. Also, a standard size was assumed for each hull in order to focus the

comparative analysis on the hull shape. The process for approximation of appendage drag

is very similar to that of the hull. The major difference is the local Reynolds numbers

at which the control surfaces operate at because of their length.

To summarize the process of hydrodynamic drag estimation is difficult because

of the multitude of parameters involved. The key principle is the estimation of CF and

its subsequent adjustment to account for form drag, CR. Once this has been accomplished,

the bare hull drag can be estimated by Equation 4-2 and can be combined with the

appendage drag to produce an estimate of the total drag. Finally, it should be noted that

although APM drag estimations can only yield ball park figures, it provides an efficient

means for comparing relative performance which leads to less spent time and money.
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5.0 Methodology

5.1 Design system Cniteria

In the past, the arrangement design process of the Naval Academy human powered

submarines generally involved hand-drawn concept sketches and extensive cut-and-try

fabrication activity. It lacked the tools to model the internal arrangements accurately or

manipulate them efficiently. Once a drawing had been made, there existed no convenient

way to examine in detail the relationship between man and machine's motions which is

of paramount importance for a human powered vehicle. Finally, a hull shape concept was

sketched and then modeled in Fastship. From Fasiship, the hull characteristics (volume,

wetted surface area) were output for subsequent off-line estimation of the vehicle's

performance.

This design process exhibits many deficiencies that often lead to increased design

and development time and possibly, decreased vehicle performance. The foremost

problem is that hull design iterations did not include any means of performance

comparison. The performance calculations were done on the final hull form. Second,

without any means of examining the human power sources' motions, only a guess/estimate

of the required space could be made. This consequently led tr, the human power source

hitting his knees on the hull and air tanks of previous vehicles. This problem may have

also developed due to the inability to model the internal arrangements of the vehicle

accurately. Regardless, manipulation, by hand, of the internal arrangements which

includes the human motions is very time consuming.

In order to overcome these deficiencies, criteria were established for the design

process and thus was laid the framework for an interfaced system to accomplish the

process. The following section offers a summary of the suggested features needed to

produce an interfaced CAD/APM design system. The necessity and relevancy of each

feature is briefly discussed in this section. Each feature is discussed in more detail as the

software component that enables the interfaced system to accomplish each specific ability

is introduced into the system.

5.1a Comprehensive CAD
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It is estimated "...that the cost of design changes increase by an order of

magnitude at each major stage of design and production." [Johnson 1990b]. A principal

area in vehicle design where changes continually occur is in the internal arrangements.

It is for this reason that an interfaced design system must include comprehensive CAD

capabilities. The previously mentioned CAD system Fastship, used to model SUBDUE

and SQUID2, only allow the user to define the external hull form. Without the ability to

model the internal components essential to the vehicle mission, it is a tedious process to

predict the hydrodynamic consequences on the hull shape when changing internal

arrangements. Therefore, the ability to synthesize all interJ arrangements, as well as

the hull form, is key to efficient design. It will increase the efficiency of communication

between the client and designer, and thus reduce the design iterations necessary to meet

the client specifications and simultaneously reduce initial production costs. Also, great

flexibility is afforded the engineer during the design process because any changes can be

simply made within the CAD system which will in turn allow for the most efficient

design.

5.1b Animation

Animation capabilities are included in the system to afford the designer the ability

to view the interaction with respect to ranges of motion of the principal components of

the design. This enables the engineer to avoid possible conflict between mechanical

moving parts and those who operate the system. In the case of marine vehicle design, the

human interaction among the vehicle components is typically limited by internal

component and hull design considerations. Human interaction refers to the space provided

to accomplish a task, such as steering the vehicle which r.-quires some space for human

movement. Because a marine vehicle's cost is largely based on its size, this space must

be minimized. Therefore, the ability to animate the human movements to determine the

necessary motions envelope is a key to successful design. This component of the design

'SUBDUE and SQUID are previous entries in the annual human powered
submarine race from the U.S. Naval Academy. SQUID won the first overall
competition held in June 1989 and is now retired. However, Subdue is being
remodelled and will be entered in the upcoming race in June 1993.
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system is one that can only be practically accomplished with the use of computers.

5.1c Preliminary Hydrodynamic Analysis

Preliminary hydrodynamic analysis within the design process is essential to

providing vehicle performance estimates to the designer so that he or she will have an

objective analytical basis for arrangement comparisons. Such an analysis capability

enables the designer to estimate the hydrodynamic consequences of the external shape

necessary to contain the various internal arrangement models that have been generated.

With this capability the designer can interactively optimize the internal arrangements and

the external hull form.

5.1d Zer Waste Space

Wasted or void space should generally be minimized in vehicle design unless

needed for buoyancy. The elimination of such space can decrease weight, surface area,

and frontal area and thus increase performance. In this respect, the interfaced CAD/APM

design system offers many advantages to the engineer. With the ability to predict the

motions of both machine and man within his design, void space is almost automatically

minimized. The idea of "zero waste space" is of special interest to this project because

the design of a human powered submersible presupposes that the vehicle performance will

be enhanced by balancing the optimum use of space with efficient hydrodynamic shapes.

This subject is also discussed in the project results of this report which details the design

of the Trident submersible.

5.2 CAD Tools

This section is a detailed discussion of the components assembled to provide a

comprehensive CAD environment. The discussion includes the reasons for choosing the

particular software from the many that are available. It also includes the capabilities and

limitations of each component and how they contribute to the design process as a whole.

It is important to note that all of the chosen software is IBM DOS 5.0 or Windows based

and run on a personal computer with a 486DX/33 motherboard.

The IBM compatible PC was chosen as the base for the system for many reasons,

the most obvious being the ready availability of such hardware. With the wide

availability also comes the familiarity with the DOS system that makes learning to use
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the design system easier.

In order to develop a more efficient system in terms of speed and processing, the

386-20 PC that was provided to the project by the US Naval Academy Department of

Naval Architecture, Ocean and Marine Engineering was partially upgraded. An Intel

486DX-33 motherboard was used to replace the existing 386 motherboard. Also in the

interest of machine speed, four megabytes of memory were added to give a total of eight

megabytes. This made processing of rendered images and animation five times faster.

In order to accommodate the large amount of software necessary for the design system

and the space needed to store the data files, a 240 megabyte hard drive was added to the

existing 80 megabyte hardrive. With these hardware components in was possible to load

and run the software required for the project.

5.2a 3D Studio

The heart of the interfaced system is its three dimensional modeling software. The

major consideration for this component of the system was its ability to model any object

that could appear in vehicle design easily and accurately. Also, its cost and ability to

accept and generate many types of graphics files were important features.

Five 3D CAD systems (Intergraph, Microstation PC, BRL CAD, 3D Studio,

AutoCAD 12) were investigated for use in the interfaced system. Intei'graph's

Microstation, used in the Navy's CADDII system, was the first program examined.

Microstation is a CAD system operated on Sun and Integraph workstations. However,

the high software cost and lack of an available workstation immediately ruled out this

option. This led to MicrostationPC which is simply a PC based version of Intergraph's

Microstation CAD system. From examination of its use at Advanced Marine Enterprises,

it demonstrated exceptional modeling capabilities and was highly recommended by its

users. However, it lacked any ability to animate the modeled objects which is one of the

criteria established for the design system (see 5.1b). Also considered were versions of

AutoCAD and a Ballistic Research Laboratory CAD (BRL CAD) already at USNA..

However, the code intensive nature of these systems requires a relatively long learning

curve which made them impractical for the project and academic application. They also

lacked the required animation capabilities.
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The answer was found in 3D Studio by AutoDesk. It is a desktop computer

design system with vast wireframe modeling, rendering and animation capabilities. 3D

Studio being wireframe based offers many 2D and 3D modeling capabilities which

enables the user to create almost any conceivable object. Although it is a wireframe

system which has the previously discussed (Sec. 2.2) problems of fairing, a solution to

this issue is offered in section 5.5, Supporting Programs. The importance of object

modeling is inherent in computer aided design, but the ability of the software to

accurately and easily create objects varies widely. Some systems are developed for a

specific purpose such as hull design which they accomplish very well. However, in order

to design an entire vehicle, the modeling software must be able to produce all of the

required objects. 3D Studio does have limitations, but it has been able to model all

objects required for this project.

Another principal feature of 3D Studio is the program's ability to animate, through

keyframing, any object produced in or imported into the program. Keyframing refers to

the process of creating different key frames, views or positions of the objects and then

"playing" them in succession. With 3D Studio, the animation frames then can be

rendered from wire frame models to almost photo quality images with shadows and

reflections.

Although shadows and reflections do not typically offer the engineer much use,

the quality rendering of an engineer's design is vital. Without the ability to present the

design to the customer in an appealing manner, the design becomes more difficult to sell.

Consequently, time and money are wasted by both engineer and customer. 3D Studio

provides this ability through its high quality rendered images and animations.

One limitation of 3D Studio is its inability to analyze any of the characteristics of

the objects it creates except for linear dimensions and relative angles. Of particular

interest to vehicle design are volume, center of buoyancy, prismatic coefficient, surface

area, and section area. In the interests of enhancing the design process, these types of

calculations should be nearly "on-line". In order to overcome this, an ASCII file

produced by 3D Studio is used with a program written to calculate these characteristics.

The ASCII file gives a listing of all the faces (triangles which create object surfaces) and
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their corresponding vertices for the object. Refer to Figure 12 (page 32) which shows the

ASCII file of a square created in 3D Studio.

5.3 APM Tools and Principals

The background for APM is established in Section 4.3. This section of the report

serves to discuss the method of application and specific principals used in the search for

an optimum submersible hull design. The objective was to construct an analytical means

of examining eL.-h hull form based on the principals found in Section 4.3. In order to

accomplish this, a spreadsheet was built in Quattro Pro for Windows that would take the

hull parameters extracted from the geometric data produced in 3D Studio and produce

information allowing performance comparisons. The extraction of information from the

geometric data, such as wetted surface area and section areas were the initial inputs to the

spreadsheet. From these initial hull parameters, further information was produced.

Figure 9 (data sheet) on the following page is a print out of the hull parameter

spreadsheet. The initial parameters taken from the geometric data are indicated by the

boxed numbers. The section area information not shown in this figure is located in

Appendix I. The parameters in Figure 9 are calculated to provide the necessary

information for application of the analytical expressions discussed in Section 4.3. With

this information, initial comparisons of each hull can be made by comparing wetted

surface areas and whether or not some of the hull's parameters approach known optimum

values. Discussion of the actual values in Figure 9 is found in Section 6.3 (Performance

Comparisons).

To provide a more comprehensive comparison, further information was calculated

for each hull. As an example, the spreadsheet analyzing the Series 58, Model 4165 hull

is also found on the following page in Figure 10. Printout outs of each hull iteration are

found in Appendix I. The discussion of the information within Figure 10 progresses from

left to right beginning with the velocity of the vehicle. The range of velocities (1-5 kts)

was established from previous race experience with 5 knots being the foreseeable

maximum.
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Then from the velocity in feet per second the Reynolds number was calculated using

Equation 5-1.

RN=R.= V*L/v 5-I

A kinematic viscosity (v) of 9.79x104 was used because the saltwater temperature at the

race site is approximately 80 degrees. The calculation of CF was based on Hoerner's

approximation of the Schoenherr friction line for the appropriate range of Reynolds

numbers, Equation (4-6). For the calculation of CT Equation (4-7) was used on each hull

form. Then C1 was calculated using:

CR= CT-CF 5-2

The residuary drag coefficient was calculated even though it is accounted for in CT, to

allow a comparison of each hull's form drag. Next the bare hull resistance was calculated

in pounds using Equation (4-2), and from this, the effective (unappended) horse power

(EHP) was then calculated using:

EHP= V*RT/5 5 0 5-3

The EHP is the effective horsepower that is required to obtain the velocity (V) for a

resulting resistance (RT) with no account for propulsor efficiency. Therefore, the smaller

the resistance, the greater the speed for a given horsepower. The maximum sustained

horsepower of a human submerged in water has been measured on a dynamometer to be

approximately 0.4 to 0.5 horsepower for a human submerged in water. These horsepower

outputs were obtained from experiments performed at the U.S. Naval Academy,

independent of this project, to determine optimal cadence for the human propulsor who

is pedaling in a free-flooded submersible and breathing compressed air.

Comparison of hull forms based on resistance estimations is more difficult to

interpret because of the large size of the V2 term in Equation (4-2) which can mask small

trends in the hull's performance. Therefore, it is more common to make comparisons

based on CT values which plot a more responsive curve. However, such a comparison

is valid only for hull forms of constant wetted surface area or volume("). In the case of

the human powered submersible, mission accomplishment is the basis for comparison.

The mission is to put two humans in a free-flooded submersible, one to drive and the
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other to provide power, and win a race. Consequently, the hull shapes are driven by the

internal arrangements and do not necessarily have constant volume, wetted surface area

or length.

To overcome both of the previous dilemmas, another method of comparison

frequently used in aerodynamics was chosen. It is called the equivalent parasite drag area

(EPDA) and is calculated using:

EPDA= CT*S,,•= RT/q 5-4

where S.,, is the wetted surface area and q= pV2/2. EPDA compares the drag area of a

streamlined shape to that of a equivalent circular disk set perpendicular to the flow (CT=

1). This method of comparing the relative performance of various hull forms has only

been recently used in marine vehicle design. It is more commonly found in the aerospace

industry and has found its way to marine application by use in the design of America's

Cup racing yachts. It maintains the responsiveness of CT plots and at the same time

allows the comparison of hull forms that are not of equal length, wetted surface area or

volume. By including both CT and the wetted surface area, the key factor in frictional

drag, EPDA allows for relative comparisons to account for vehicle size and shape.

The final section of Figure 10 calculates the assumed appendage drag. These

calculations are made by the same Equations used on the hulls. The appendage size for

each hull was assumed to be the same for comparison's sake. However, it should be

mentioned that the actual size of the appendages for effective operation is dependent on

the hull's characteristics and their location and would be expected to be changed for the

actual competition vehicle. The appendage drag calculations were primarily conducted

to allow total drag calculations to be made. The total drag calculations were then used

to calculate the total EHP of the hull. The final calculation was the shaft horsepower

(SHP) which is defined by:

SHP= EHP/PC PC= propulsive coeff. 5-5

The propulsive coefficient is determined by the design of the screw and its interaction

with the hull. This factor accounts for the amount of slip that the screw necessarily

experiences as it advances through the water overcoming the drag of the vehicle. Slip

represents a loss of horsepower during the transfer of power from the shaft/screw to the
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water. Therefore, S-P is the horsepower that must be delivered to the drive shaft at the

output of the gearbox of the vehicle to overcome the hull form and propeller losses and

thus obtain the desired velocity.

In order to examine the results of APM on submersible hull forms, the Series 58

Model 4165 was analyzed and the results compared to those produced during the model

testing of that hull form. Figure I I illustrates both the model data and APM predictions.

The solid lines represent the model testing data and correspond to natural transition (lower

line) and artificially tripped turbulent flow (upper line). The dotted line which closely

corresponds to the stimulated model line is the APM prediction. The region between the

two model (solid) lines represents the various CT values that may occur depending upon

location of trý...sition from laminar to turbulent flow along the length of the hull. This

point of transition is influenced by factors such as surface roughness and environmental

conditions. Environmental conditions typically refer to the state of the fluid, which may

be still water or turbulent open ocean. Note that competition speeds above three knots

will have primarily turbulent boundary layers. Based on the fact that the APM analysis

predicts values in close proximity with the model data, and that the same process is used

for each hull form, it has been concluded that this method of analysis will provide a

suitable means for estimating relative hull performance.

5.4 CAD/APM Interfacing

With 3D Studio installed and the analysis tools established, the next step became

the creation of a program capable of calculating the required object characteristics. With

the ASCII file, the basis for the interfacing of the CAD and APM tools was established.

As seen in Figure 12, the ASCII file of an object is a text file which can be easily

read into memory and then manipulated to produce useful information. With the ASCII

file characteristics in mind, a data translation program was written in the programming

language C+ to read the ASCII object file and output the required hull form

characteristics of volume, wetted surface and section area.

This was accomplished by vector analysis of the given faces for the object. The

faces are triangles created by 3D Studio upon construction of the object. For each face

there are three corresponding vertices which coincide within the set of vertices used to
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Named object: "abox"
Tni-mesh, Vertices: 8 Faces: 12
Vertex list:
Vertex 0: X: 0.0 Y: 0.0 Z: 1. 0
Vertex 1: X: 2.0 Y: 0.0 Z: 1.0
Vertex 2: X: 2.0 Y: 1.0 Z: 1.0
Vertex 3: X: 0.0 Y: 1. 0 Z: 1.0
Vertex 4: X: 0.0 Y: 0.0 Z: 0
Vertex 5: X: 2.0 Y: 0.0 Z: 0
Vertex 6: X: 2.0 Y: 1. 0 Z: 0
Vertex 7: X: 0.0 Y: 1. 0 Z: 0
Face list:
Face 0: A:0 B:1 C:2 AB:1 BC:1 CA:0
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 1: A:0 B:2 C:3 AB:0 BC:1 CA:1
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 2: A:0 B:4 C:5 AB:1 BC:1 CA:0
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 3: A:0 B:5 C:1 AB:0 BC:1 CA:1
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 4: A: 1 B:5 C:6 AB:1 BC:1 CA:0
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 5: A:1 B:6 C:2 AB:0 BC:1 CA:1
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 6: A:2 B:6 C:7 AB:1 BC:1 CA:0
Material :"AQUA GLAZE"
Face 7: A:2 B:7 C:3 AB:0 BC:1 CA: 1
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 8: A:3 B:7 CA4 AB:1 BC:1 CA:0
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"
Face 9: A:3 B:4 C:0 AB:0 BC:1 CA:l
Material:"AQUA GLAZE"
Face 10: AA4 B:7 C:6 AB:1 BC:1 CA:0
Material:"AQUA GLAZE"
Face 11: A:4 B:6 C:5 AB:0 BC:1 CA:l
Material: "AQUA GLAZE"

Figute 12 3D Studio ASCII file of a rectangular box
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define the object's wire mesh. The ASCII object file provides the location of each vertex

and then establishes the faces with three of these vertices. It is with this information that

a vector analysis of each face is possible.

r

SKnown vector b

--- calculated vector

common origin

Figure 13 Vector representation of object face in 3D Studio

To calculate the wetted surface area of the object a principal of calculating the

area of each triangle and summing them to find the total area is used. By knowing the

location of three points (the vertices of the face) with respect to a common origin and

thus the vector leading to each, one can calculate the vectors that connect these points by

simple vector subtraction, where q (the connecting vector)= a-c (the known vectors).

Refer to Figure 13 which illustrates this principal. Once all the connecting vectors of the

triangle are calculated, the area of that triangle may be calculated from:

A=1/21(q-p)x(r-p)l 5-1

Note tLe Equation is a cross product of the two vector subtractions which results in a

vector. The magnitude of that vector must then be calculated to find the area. Then the
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area of each triangle is summed to produce the surface area of the object.

The next characteristic needed is the object volume. A similar vector analysis

technique is used to calculate the volume. In this case the known vectors a,b,c are used

as follows:

V=1/6(a*(b x c)) 5-2

This Equation calculates the volume of each pyramid created by the origin and the

triangular face. Each of these volumes is summed to produce the object volume.

The final characteristics extracted from the object's geometric data are the section

areas. This was made simpler by the fact that each hull form generated in 3D Studio was

represented by sets of points located at stations along the length of the wireframe. At

each station, numerical integration was applied horizontally to calculate the section area.

In order to validate the data exchange program, simple objects with known

characteristics were generated in 3D Studio and run in the program. With a few changes

these objects were successfully processed. Then, in order to test the program on a known

submersible hull form and for later comparison, the recommended optimum hull from the

Series 58 (Gertler 1950] model tests (Model 4165) was synthesized in 3D Studio and

processed. Initially, the size of the geometric data file (ASCII) was too large for the

program to run. The typical hull form contained 1800 vertices and 2400 faces. However,

this was overcome by cutting the hull forms in half and modifying the data management

within the program. The program's calculations of Series 58 Model 4165 showed a

discrepancy of 0.6% when compared to the given dimensions in the Series 58 report.

Refer to appendices IIIII for the Series 58 hull characteristics, example output file from

the exchange program, and a printout of the data exchange program, respectively.

The ability to extract the hull form characteristics from the geometric data then

enabled APM to be applied to the hull forms as they were being generated during the

design process. With this ability, an objective comparison of performanc for each hull

iteration could be made. This helped to fill the gap within the previous design process

by allowing hull comparison of existing hulls like SUBDUE and optimum hull models

like the Series 58 Model 4165.

5.5 Supporting Prgrnms
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In order to provide a more effective design system and further enhance the design

process, additional software packages were added to the system. These include Human

CAD, Auto CAD (release 12), and Microsoft Windows 3.1. This section introduces the

programs and explains the purpose for their addition.

5.5a Human CAD

Human CAD or Mannequin is a stand alone 3D CAD package with the added

ability to model the human figures. These figures can be seen in all images of the

submersible and its internal arrangements within this report. The mannequins created by

Human CAD can be of any size, male or female. Also, the CAD package includes built-

in data to produce figures based on nationality. Human CAD fills an immense need for

the accurate modeling of humans within a human powered submersible or within any

vehicle where humans are part of the internal arrangements. Once the mannequins were

created within Human CAD they were exported directly to 3D Studio by use of the .3ds

file format which is 3D Studio's work file format. Once in 3D Studio the mannequins can

be fully animated or arranged to the designers needs.

5.5b Autocad release 12

As previously discussed, Autocad was considered for the 3D CAD system for this

project but was not used because of the difficulty and length of time needed to learn how

to use it. However, it is readily available at USNA and was therefore employed to

enhance the output capabilities of the design process. 3D Studio, because it is relatively

new, does not come with many printer drivers, and AutoCAD does. Transfer of

geometric data via data exchange files (.dxf) from 3D Studio enabled the system to plot

drawings on a wide variety of machines. Also, AutoCAD has an easy to use

dimensioning tool which was employed to add dimensions to the objects created in 3D

Studio and Human CAD.

AutoCAD also offers a solution to the problem of fairing that is discussed in

Section 5.2a. In concept drawing and even more detailed drawings, the wireframe method

of modeling produces accurate objects, but for final drawings and offset files of hull

forms it is necessary to have faired lines. This is so because the offset file which

contains the dimensions of the hull form must be used by the manufacturer to produce the
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hull. In order to overcome this discrepancy in 3D Studio's ability, a file can be created

using the data exchange program that contains all the points defining the hull surface.

This file can then be read into AutoCAD and a smooth surface will be fit among the

points. This solution is offered should the need arise, but it was not employed in this

project because any discrepancies in the drawings from 3D Studio are not detectable in

the rendered images.

5.5c Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Windows version 3.1 was added to the system to allow Quattro Pro for

Windows and Word Perfect 5.2 for Windows to be run on the computer. It should be

noted that due to conflicting memory demands, the CAD systems 3D Studio and Human

CAD cannot run within the Windows environment. The problem is due to conflicting

memory requirement between the CAD systems and Windows 3.1. Should the software

companies resolve this problem, it would give the system added efficiency by decreasing

the time spent maneuvering within the system.
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6.0 Project Results

This section discusses and explains the application of the design process

establish.;d by this project for human powered submersible design. A generalized design

process is illustrated in Figure 14 [Johnson 1990b] and the following sections address

each phase with regard to the design system application. As each phase is addressed, it

is illustrated by practic1 application in designing an optimum submersible for entry into

the human powered submarine race.

6.1 Design/Race Requirements

The first step in the design process is to establish the design requirements. The

principal design requirements for the human powered submersible are established by the

race committee and focus on the safety of the operators and establishing vehicle operating

criteria. Chapter 9, Section 1 of the race publication generally states that "For the

purposes of this competition a submarine is: a free-flooding (liquid filled) marine vehicle

which fully encapsulates both occupants and operates entirely beneath the surface of the

water." For further deliberation on the safety and operating requirements refer to

Appendix IV which contains Chapter 9 of the race publication. The areas left open to

innovation are hull form, internal arrangements, control surfaces, materials and propulsion.

For this project, optimization of hull form and the internal components are critical, but

considerations were made for the other areas.

6.2 Design Iterations

The design process is inherently iterative which can be seen in the diagram in

Figure 14. One purpose of concurrent engineering and this project is to minimize the

number of unnecessary iterations during the design phase by attempting to model all the

physical variables of the project in one environment. This allows the designer to

anticipate design conflicts and avoid them. The human powered submersible design

process began with synthesizing the internal arrangements. Past race experience, current

testing at the Naval Academy, and the new system's ability to model the submersibles

arrangements quickly and accurately soon led to an improved model of the internal

arrangements. Refer to Appendix V which has detailed drawings of internal arrangements
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before proceeding with this discussion. Also included in Appendix V are flowchart

diagrams illustrating both the submersible design process and interfaced design system.

Referring to these diagrams now will enable a better understanding of the following

discussion.

Per the race rules, the submersible must have a human driver and a human

propulsor. It was determined that the position and orientation of the human propulsor was

critical to all other elements. For simple logistical reasons the propulsor has been placed

aft with rcspect to the driver, thus allowing a more streamlined hull form than in past

designs where the propulsor was placed above the drivcr. This was also done on the

premise that the drive train would incorporate a propeller for thrust that would be located

at the stem of the vehicle, requiring the propulsor to be in the rear of the vehicle. Two

orientations were considered for the propulsor. He or she would either be in a seated

position or in a horizontal position facing down. It was determined from past experiments

at the Naval Academy's life support lab, that the propulsor is most efficient when placed

in a horizontal position facing down. This position is illustrated by Figure 15. The main

reason for this was found in the propulsor's relative depth to his or her regulator. If the

regulator is located at or above the mouth, the air must be drawn into the lungs. While

locating it below, as in the case of the horizontal position, the study found that the air is

lightly forced in to the lungs. Consequently, the propulsor was modeled in the horizontal

position and well aft of the driver to allow ample cle'r nce for the propulsive motions.

In consideration of the varying size in personnel operating the submarine, the two human

figures were modelled with a large frame and six feet five inches tall.

The next step was to examine the motions of the propulsor in order to model the

space that is required for the propulsive motions which has been assumed to be a typical

pedaling motion. To better understand these motions, SUBDUE's internal arrangements

were modeled within 3D Studio and animated. The result was the "pedal zone" which

is also illustrated in Figure 15. The pedal zone was defined by the extreme points of

motion as seen in the SUBDUE animation for the propulsor's toes, heels, and knees. The

driving factor among these three items is the crank shaft length. Past submarines have
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used eight inch cranks, but in an attempt to reduce wetted surface area and section areas

a six inch crank was planned for this submarine. Consequently, a two dimensional zone

was established. In order to provide the third dimension, SUBDUE's existing pedal to

pedal width of 14 inches was used, thus establishing the pedal zone which would

influence the entire design.

With the dominant internal arrangements transferred from Human CAD to 3D

Studio and tentatively in place, the task of modeling the rest of the principal arrangements

was undertaken. To provide some guidance as to the location and available space for

these items, a working hull form was created in 3D Studio and is referred to as Hull6.

The next major internal item was the life support air supply. It has been found in

previous years that 200 cubic feet of ambient air is necessary to meet race requirements.

These requirements stipulate that 150 percent of the total "needed" air be carried on

board. Past designs have used two 100 standard cubic foot scuba bottles. In order to

optimize the use of available space, seven, 30 standard cubic feet, smaller air bottles

which could be efficiently located throughout the hull and connected by a manifold. The

layout of these bottles is illustrated in Appendix V.

One final key aspect of the internal arrangements to be modelled was the control

device which is operated by the driver. Adequate space must be allotted for the device

and the required motions for its operation. Therefore, a single point control device under

development at the Naval Academy was modelled and appropriately arranged with respect

to the driver. Knowing the necessary motions for the device's operation allowed the space

to be accounted for in the hull form.

In addition, the drive shaft, air manifold, and pedal/gear assembly were modelled

in the design. These items and others were not considered critical to the design of the

hull form as they would be eventually modified depending upon their final design.

However, they were included to provide a better understanding of space allocation within

the submarine on the assumption that they could be designed to fit within the available

space. Also, having been modelled in 3D Studio, these items can easily be modified or

recreated in the presence of the hull form. With the internal arrangements tentatively

established within Hull6, they were exported via a .DXF file to AutoCAD release 12.
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The top and side views were then plotted on 44x33 inch paper.

The process to design an efficient hydrodynamic hull with minimal wetted surface

was begun on these plots. Using the two dimensional top view (half breadth) an optimum

profile in shape and size was "fitted" to the internal arrangements. Optimization of the

profile's shape was based on the parameters discussed in Section 4.3. This profile is

illustrated in Figure 16 and served as the principal waterline for the hull. It was principal

in that all other water lines would be derived from this shape. Next, the side view (sheer

plan) was taken and a similar process applied. However, in the case of the side view, the

profile was closely fitted to the contour of the internal arrangements and less emphasis

was placed on optimizing the shape. Refer to Figure 16 which illustrates the side profile.

The reasoning for closely fitting the side profile was two-fold. First, the maximum

diameter was located at the center of the pedaling gear which is not at the suggested

optimum 40 percent of the hull length from "-! nose. To produce a streamline shape

meeting this criterion would certainly mean an impractical increase in wetted surface area.

Second, the previous discussion of vehicle hydrodynamics has shown this hull parameter

to be less critical than others (Figure 7). The process of generating these profiles was

accomplished manually on the plots, a disparity that arose due to time and resource

constraints3 . These profiles were then loaded into 3D Studio's 2D Shaper where a set of

three frontal profile shapes had been generated. These three profiles as well as the top

and side profiles are shown in Figure 16. The first of the three frontal profiles, a circle,

was used for the nose of the submarine. The second, a quasi-elliptical shape, was used

for the main body of the hull which encloses the internal arrangements from which it

derives its shape. The third, a narrower quasi-elliptic shape, was used from the center of

the pedal zone aft to the tip of the tail. All five shapes were then placed in 3D Studio's

3D Lofter to produce the three dimensional wiremesh of the hull form. The top view

3To further increase the efficiency of the design process it has been conceived
that future work could be done to compose a program that would analyze the
internal arrangements for their geometric extremities and output an optimized
profile. This profile would also be influenced by user input parameters which
may include the fineness ratio, tail-cone fineness and nose radius.
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(waterplane) represented the XYplane and bounded the Y direction. The side view

represented the XZ plane and bounded the Z direction. Finally, the frontal profiles were

appropriately placed along the lofting path/X-axis. The lofting path represents a straight

line connecting the nose to the tail and is automatically scaled to the appropriate length

as defined by the top and side profiles. A diagram showing the arrangement of the shapes

is provided in Figure 17.

The command to make the object is then selected, and 3D Studio two

dimensionally scales the frontal profiles along their appropriate segments of the path, to

fit both the top and side profiles. At previously designated points along the path

(stations), a set of vertices is generated associated with that point on the X axis. These

sets of vertices are automatically placed in the 3D Editor and appropriately linked to form

the 3D wiremesh representing the hull form. This hull form, the first produced in this

manner, is fittingly named Tridentl. This process from the 2D Shaper up to the 3D

Editor can then be designated as a "project" and saved as one file with all shapes, path,

meshes, and program settings intact. This makes regeneration of the hull wireframe a

simple matter only taking minutes even when vital changes to any of the initial profiles

occur.

The result of this design approach is a submersible of logically related water plane

shapes which were derived from the original top profile and effectively stacked atop or

added below primary plane. The hull design methodology used in this project was

initially intended to exploit 3D Studio's model building method in effectively synthesizing

a hull form. During the process a recent article was found that discussed the use of a

similar approach in designing an aerodynamic fairing for the current (September 1992)

world speed record human powered cycle, Cheetah [Ashley 1993]. The fairing operated

at Reynold's numbers in the 4 million range which is within the human powered

submersibles range.
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According to Ashley's article:

The controversial approach the team took in developing the shape of the

Cheetah's fairing was to reduce drag and increase its aerodynamic design

by optimizing the fairing's aerodynamics rather than minimize its surface

area. [Ashley 1993]

The design approach used to construct the fairing is best illustrated by Figure 18 which

was taken from [Ashley 1993].

Aeredynamle "hilrng. Ch•e•. I erodyramic
tafiNtIn-h. s"evr. Of ft reOd-963?hflg0 so..-'
caoafosed of a Wens of Matag-fWWWVa*WQlil
"as~co.s racked om n. iep o! he cMe..

Figure 18 Design approach for Cheetah's fairing construction.

Once the Tridenti had been generated, the internal arrangements were merged into

the "project" to insure their fit. Having both the internal components and the hull form

in the same environment enables further adjustment of all objects. This eliminates

unnecessary iterations that occur due to conflict between primary components and the hull

form when these items are produced by separate systems. Therefore, the time spent on
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fitting the hull and internal arrangements is decreased, and the design process of focusing

on optimizing the entire submersible is allowed.

Once the designer is satisfied, the submersible's hull form is exported from 3D

Studio using the ASCII format. Now running in the Windows environment, this file,

containing the hull's geometric data, is read by the data exchange program which outputs

the hull characteristics. The analysis spreadsheet is then opened, and the hull

characteristics are imported to the "data sheet" which is shown in Appendix I. The data

sheet served as the principal means by which hull iterations were preliminarily evaluated.

This was accomplished by comparing a hull's resulting characteristics to the suggested

optimum one discussed in Section 5.2. Then, by moving to the appropriate APM analysis

page of the spreadsheet, the hull can be evaluated based on its total drag, EHP and SHP

requirements, and 7PDA.

6.3 Final Design

Although several modest changes were made, the evaluation of the Tridentl hull

form in the APM spreadsheet concluded the first iteration in the design process. From

the APM analysis of Tridentl, it was discovered that by shortening the tail length the hull

form could be made to approach the suggested optimum hull parameters of fineness ratio,

tail-cone ratio and lower wetted surface area, consequently improving the overall

performance of the hull.

To accomplish this task, the "project" file containing the shapes used to model

Tridentl was reloaded into 3D Studio. It was determined that shortening the Tridentl

profiles by 14 inches would result in a hull form that better approached the suggested

optimum parameters. This modification of the top and side profiles is shown in Figure 19.

Once this modification was made, Trident2, the final hull, was generated and exported for

evaluation. The modification proved successful and reduced the EPDA and consequently

the drag when compared to that of Tridentl. These performance improvements are

discussed and illustrated in section 6.4. The final design's drawings are in Appendix V.

The drawings include wireframe plots of the hull and internal arrangements that have been

dimensioned in AutoCAD and full color renderings of the wireframes produced by 3D

Studio.
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6.4 Performance Comparisons

To substantiate the APM analysis process further and to provide a basis for

performance comparison, the Naval Academy's previous entries to the Human Powered

Submarine Race, SUBDUE and SQUID, were modelled in 3D Studio and analyzed using

the same process as the newly generated hull forms.

From the spreadsheet APM analysis of each submersible (Appendix I), several

graphs were produced to compare the relative performance of the various hull forms. The

first graph (Figure 20) to be examined was the section area curves of each hull. Although

as previously discussed there exists no general analytical expression for the section area

curve, many arguments based on Figure 20 can be made for the relative performance of

each hull. First, the rate of change in the tail section of SUBDUE more than likely

caused separation. If this occurred, the drag estimates for SUBDUE produced in this

report are much too low. Also, the addition of blisters to SUBDUE, necessary to

accommodate the air bottles, adversely affected the hydrodynamic performance of the

vehicle by increasing the pressure drag. Their presence could have moved the point of

separation forward on the hull which also increases drag. On the other hand, the Trident

hulls and Model 4156 exhibited a more streamlined curve and a smaller section area rate

of change in the tail section. This leads one to believe that separation is unlikely, and

therefore the flow will remain attached along the length of the hull. Also, partial laminar

flow over the hull may occur, therefore, resulting in the actual vehicle drag being less

than predicted in this report because of the turbulent flow assumption.

Second, a more analytical method of comparison was plotted using the respective

EPDA calculations for each hull. Figure 21 illustrates the predicted decrease in drag that

would be achieved by Trident2 over SUBDUE and SQUID. Again, the equivalent

parasite drag area (EPDA) is a relative comparison based on the drag coefficient, CT, and

the wetted surface area. Therefore, on a relative basis, it can be concluded that the

Trident2 hull form offers the least drag and consequently will enjoy increased

performance over the previous Naval Academy hull forms. It can also be seen in Figure

21 that the Trident hulls' performance should surpass that of the Series 58 hull. This was
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made possible by the reduced wetted surface area of the Trident hulls due to their non-

axisymmetric shape.

Third, each hull form's analytically predicted SHP was piotted versus velocity in

knots (Figure 22). It is immediately apparent from this figure that the attainable velocity

is closely governed by the SHP. Over the scope of the hull forms plotted on this

diagram, the variation in obtainable velocity for a given horsepower is almost 0.5 kts.

Considering the operating range, established from past experience, of 0 to 5 knots, a 0.5

knot increase is at least a 10 percent gain in speed. Examining Figure 22 along the "Max

Expected Horsepower" (MEH) line of 0.5 horsepower reveals that for a given horsepower

the Trident2 vehicle will be the fastest. The MEH line was established by experiments

at the Naval Academy in which a diver was pedalling completely submerged and

breathing compressed air. The intersection of the MEH line and Trident2's SHP curve

estimates an obtainable speed of approximately 4.8 knots with the assumed propulsive

coefficient and appendage drag.

Finally, in order to illustrate the sensitivity of the vehicles speed to the propeller

efficiency, a plot (Figure 23) was made of Trident2's SHP for various propulsion

coefficients, P.C., ranging from .4 to .6. Also included in the plot is the series 58 SHIP

line from the previous graph to help emphasize this sensitivity. It can be seen in Figure

23 that a reduction of P.C. from .5 to .4 will negate all performance advantages the

Trident2 hull had gained over the other hull forms in hull drag reduction. It is therefore

stressed that without an efficient propeller, the hull optimization process becomes

immaterial.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the research involved in this project and the results obtained from

this human powered submersible design, several conclusions have been made. First,

application of the concurrent design methodology through interfaced design tools

provided a more efficient means of design than previously possible. Even though a

limited application of the methodology was involved in this project, the possibilities of

expanding the interfaces to include finite element analysis, propeller evaluation by CFD,

and more leads to the conclusion that complete design of the optimized submersible or

any marine vehicle is possible. Also, the employment of interfaced design tools vice

integrated ones has made the realization of true concurrent engineering feasible without

large investments for the creation of an integrated system. Second, the employment of

analytical parametric methods of hull form analysis is an effective method for comparative

performance analysis. However, the Equations from Hoemer and data from the series 58

tests are five decades old which leads one to believe that with the expansion of

technology, new and more accurate tests could be made to further investigate the

relationship between the frictional and residuary drag coefficients. The model tests should

include non-axisymmetric model series investigating the relationship of the major to minor

axis ratio and the hydrodynamic efficiency of stacking optimized waterplane shapes for

hull design. Also, continued examination of the section area curve is necessary to provide

a better understanding of the hydrodynamic consequences with regard to the curves rate

,'f change. Finally, future work considerations should be given to the data exchange

program developed for this project. The first concern would be to expand the program

to output the hull geometric data in a traditional waterplane offsets format. The second

is to investigate the possibility of further expanding the program to analyze a vehicle's

internal arrangements and produce an optimized hull form based on user established

parameters and the extremities of the internal components.
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APPENDIX II
Series 58 model 4165
model testing results
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APPENDIX III
DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM
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/ OYLfLC - Ths pogrm mam n mac file emabd byr 3DS6acl. mad caklulates Oe wood siufa, be vlvme,
and tbe sectonal areas. The file should be of he fOwWowing

formK:
Ambient iigbt color. Red-0.3 Greea-03 Blue-O.3

Named object: 'box'
Tn-mesh. Vertices: I Faces: 12
Vertex list:
Vertex 0: X: 1 Y: -0..5 Z: -0.5
Vertex : X: -3 Y: -0.5 Z: .0.5
Vertex 2: X: 1 Y: 0.5 Z: -0.5
Vertex 3: X: -3 Y: 0.5 Z: -0.5
Vertex 4: X I Y: -0.5 Z: 0.5
Vertex 5: X: -3 Y: -0.5 Z: 0.5
Vetex 6: X. 1 Y: 0.S Z: 0.5
Vertex 7: X: -3 Y: 0.5 Z: 0.5
Face list
Face 0: A:0 B:4 C:I AB:I BC:I CA:0
Matcrial:'YELLOW PLASTIC*
Smoothing: I
Face 1: A:0 B:A C:5 AB:0 BC:I CA:1
Matcrial:YELLOW PLASTIC"
Smoothing: 1
Face 2: A:0 B:2 C:6 AB:! BC:! CA:0
Material:YELLOW PLASTIC"
Smoothing: I
Face 3: A:0 B:6 C:4 AB:0 BC:! CA:A
MaterisI:*YELLOW PLASTIC"
Smoothing: I
Face 4: A:4 B:6 C:3 AB:I BC:! CA:0
Material:YELLOW PLASTIC"
Smoothing: I
Face 5: A:4 B:3 C:1 AB:0 BC:! CA:1
Material:'YELLOW PLASTIC*
Smoothing: 1
Face 6: A:I B:3 C:7 AB:A BC-I CA:0
Material:YELLOW PLASTIC"
Smoothing: I
Face 7: A:I 1:7 C:5 AB:0 BC:! CA:!
Material:*YELLOW PLASTIC'
Smoothing: 1
Face 8: A:5 B:7 C:2 AB:! BC:I CA:0
Matenial:"YELLOW PLASTIC*
Smoothing: I
Face 9: A:5 B:2 C:O AB:0 BC:I CA:!
Material:*YELLOW PLASTIC'
Smoothing: I
Face 10: A:2 1:7 C:3 AB:A BC:! CA:0
Material:'YELLOW PLASTIC'
Smoothing: I
Face 11: A:2 B:3 C:6 AB:0 BC:I CA:I
Matenal:'YELLOW PLASTIC"
Smoothing: I

•/Progrwm begins hem. To run type: Kyle.exe <ASCII fde> coutput file>.

#include <stdio.h>
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Anclmade catdlb.h>
Odefla. NUMV 700
#define NUMF 1300

void uaaia(agc~argv)
mlt afrc.
Char earsvO;

FILE Ofp. sfopenO;
FILE wTDFILE - stdin;
char hbaderl[BOJ.
chat haader2[R0J;
char hcader3[SO);
char hcadcr4[40];
char headerS[S0)
char header6[30J;
char hoader7IUO);
char heade4g[S0);
char header91110);
char headerlO[30);
char name[lOI
char numvcrtf 101;
char numnfacelI0];
char vcriu(20J.vcrty[20),vcruf 20);
char faccaj20),faccb[20J,faccc[20];

int vf intx~nurnofstats;
int vertilag~numofvets~numoffaces;

int ks[60].face(NUMFJj3);

float ax~my.az~bx~by,bz;
float xx,)yyzz~arca.volyvolsum~arasummstatara.statmam[60J;
float vart(NUMVJ[3);
float vertnew.
float tem px~rcalx~y .z ly2,z2.x 1;
float stat[60J120][3];

/0 opens ith intput fle* 0/

fp..fopen(arZv[ 1).]r')

/* wads the various header lines from file/

fgets(headerl ,79.fp);
fgets(headerl .79,fP);
fgcts(hcaderl ,79,fpX~
if (headcrI[O]-~W)

for (,-15;i<100;i-9-+)

name[i.15J-hesderl[i];
if (header I i+1]

break;
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feu(headcr4.79,fp)X

/0 goo fae umaber of veitcas and umanber of faces fome Mle/

it (hceadw4[OjI"))

flagxo.O-
for 0i20*Ci100-.i+4)

if (heaer4[i]!-OF)
f
sumvoetlv])4ade,4fi1;

)++

else
break-.

numofvvrsisetoi(numvett)

for 0j.i+6j--i+l 6r4-+)

numface~f)lheader,46;

sumoiffcessatoi(num face);

fgets(header5.79.fp);

/P gobs the X Y and Z values fromMesIl and puts ibt vest army 0/

for af(j~zmofVertSr'+)

fgcts(bcader6,70,fpj
while (header6[OJ1-V)

fgcis(hcadei6,79,fp).
X-0;

Z-0;
flagx.O;
for (i-O~i<100i4-+)

if (headcr6fijX'.)

flagxl ;

if (headev6[iY)--r

verftbJ(1]atof~vcrx);
flagx-2:
i+-2;

if (beader6ji]-Z')

fls-I
fia-2;
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if (flagx. I)

if (&W-g2)

vezt~y)-jheader6tit

if (flagx-3)

I
vorz[z)-headev6jfiJ;

vert6jJ(3J-atof(veiu),

1gets Ihe Ihe verlax nurnbers for each face and puts WI face arry o/

fgels(beader7,79,fp);
for GOj'Qaumoffaceaj++)

fgetsqheaders.7q.fp).
while (headcr8[O]!--F)

fgewuhcaderS.79,fp)
fglets(header9.79,fft
while (header9[O)!-'M')

fgets(headcr9.79,fp).
fgeis(hoaderlO.79,fpy,
while (header 10101! -)

fgets(headcrlO,79.fpX
a-0;
b-0;
C-0;
flssx0o;
for (F..O;i<IOO;i++)

if (hcadcrg[i)-A')

flsgx1;
j-i+2;

if (headcr8[i] -B')

faceti)! I J-atoi(facca),
flsgx-2;

if (headerS[i]--C)

face U]12 ]ato(fa~cb);
flsgx-3-

if (flagtx- 1)
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&acebibaheadergfiJ;
b++.

if (flap-3)

if (flh~fx3

/0 caculats On etted iasurfac are
treasu-O.OF

1opnoup ay-t Ic~i(1)2-elf.1]23[)

fr(Okaumofrtfaces~i+)1131otfcr)2[3

ax-verttfacc[iIlj[ 1)1.21vefl(facefIl(21llI JI; hcij3j11
ay-veft~face[iJ[1l]K )2J0veflfaceiJP][2J)2-er~c~)[]1)

bx-vertthefaciI[1D[I .2*vecflftceriJ(2J1(Jf+vci~amiL)cs(3J)[j;

xx-aybz-by~az;
yy---ax~z-bx~az)

zz-ax~by-bx~ay;
awa-.5Fsqrzo wxxowy.2)4powv2ýw(zz.2))
arcasum-arcasum+arca;

fprntf(fp,'Wcucd Surface Area - %Sftaiarcasum).
/0 calculates tb* volume1

voisum-O.OF;
for (i0O;knumoffaces;i++)

xx-vcrtlfacefi[aI 1)11 1(venilfsce[i)2]p2]M2vefl[facefi1[3]][31.vert[faceri]r31]2]rovewlf.crix[2]J[31)r.
yy..vcrt~facefilll ]lr2r(venrtfaceliM[2]][ Ilenfcci*lIvert[face[i][311[ Ijflaer)311]vertffaceiJ21113]h
zz-svonffacefilil1][3]0(vcflffaceU])[2)11[vctfl(acc~i[3)121-veflfacO(i][3]1[ l1%erttfac.[iJ[2]112Th.
vol- I.0F16.OF~fabs((xxy)+(zz)Y
volsum-voisum+vol;

fprintf~fp.Volumc - %NV~volsum);

/0 reazanges the vertices so X values ane die same
j- 1;

irnx-vecn(OllI 1101000;
ternpx-in bclOOO.OF;

ksil]-0;
for (i0O;i~rnarofvefls;i++)
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imic-vemti31 1)0 1000;

vewmetar-hj(it(10 00.0P

lemupx-ini/1000.OF;
if (wermewt'mpx)

slat~h][ks~h]J[l)-vcftfi[11
shajb[ks[bj](2J-vertf 11121;
sfthj[ksbIj(31.vcitfij[3j

Us

if (flag.".0)

kso]l;

stAtoj][11131-vcfl~iM2);

flag-0;

numofstausj;
sutamareO.OF;.

1' calculates Ih* sectional azuas
for O-1j<cnumofswaujp+)

statsumaW.0.OF;
for (k-2;k<c-ksW);k++)

xi-stato[jJk][1);
yl-statl][k-1]12];

y2usatfj~jk)12);

z2-statbl[k][3).
statarea-fsbs(zI-z2)'fabs(y2+yl)/2.OF;

stasumbl-statsumuj]+uatarcma;

y I y2;
z I -z2;
v2-statlfj 1112];
z2-statUIf 1131;

swtaeam&fabs(zl-z2)*fabs(%y2+' I )'2.OF;.
siataum (j-stalaum[J4swtaera;

fprintt~fp.*x - %f station area - %fm',sta11t5)[1~j].statsumU]).

/I closes the output file1
fCloSC(fPx)
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yl-y2;
zI-z2.
y2-sta&C[l ][2]

z2-staUJ]13t;
Statlaze-fabs(zl-z2)*fab,(y2,+y 1)12.OF.

statsumu)jjstwtsaamfiJ+swiazam
fprinadfp,*x - %f s ea - %tstat][ion aamr]e

)
/0 lss 4w ouqut me 0/

fclow(fp);)

SAW.LE OUTPlT F•E FOR SUBMERS[BLE (HaQV-kuil (inches))
Woued Surface Area - 5434.545898
Volume - 23054.537109
x - 41.967644 station area - 1.572178
x - 40.967560 station area - 6.342616
x - -78.940492 station area - 24299978
x - -77.867294 slation area - 35.340561
x - -75.429039 station area - 62.769066
x - -73.766945 station area - 31.639130
x - -72.158989 station area - 97.458115
x - -69.010333 station area - 128.462799
x - -6.430588 station area - 148.134155
x - -60.430014 station am - 177.665432
x - -54.429581 station area - 195.011520
x - -48.429073 station area - 213.036545
x - -42.428570 station area - 224.990005
x - -36.422070 station area - 234.890438
x - -30.427567 station area - 233.814499
x - -24.427063 station area - 242.424723
x - -13.426559 station area - 243.223877
x - -12.426064 station area - 243.934479
x - -6.441582 station area - 243.302582
x - -0.441582 station area - 243.568329
x - 5.575447 station area - 241.107956
x - 11.553413 station area - 235.424454
x - 17.553413 station area - 229.797363
x - 23.576953 station area - 222.657272
x - 29.558418 station area - 213.148544
x - 35.577965 station area - 202.609451
x - 41.573468 station area - 180277664
x - 47.573972 station area - 156.562485
x - 53.579475 station area - 129,503799
x - 92.909462 station area - 2.891 162
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APPENDIX IV
Bi-annual Human Powered Race Committee

Chapter 9 - Design Requirements
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9.0 SUBMARINE DESIGN AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

For the purpose of this competition a submarine is: a free- flooding (liquid filled)
marine vehicle which fully encapsulates both occupants and operates entirely
beneath the surface of the water.

9.1 SUBMARINE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

9.1.1 Submarines must operate with two persons, hereafter referred to as
"submarine crew"; one will be responsible for propulsion and the other fo:
non-propulsion duties such as navigation, steering and safety.
9.1.2 The submarine crew (pilot and propulsor) may not switch positions or
functions once a race has started.
9.1.3 Drag Reduction: If drag reduction materials are used, contestants must
submit documentation attesting to the fact that the State of Florida and/or federal
agencies have approved use of this material in the submarine races. Questionable
materials or documentation will result in the disapproval of the use of drag
reduction material.
9.1.4 All submarines must be able to withstand a three- knot towing speed. Vehicle
tow points are left to the discretion of the designer.
9.1.5 All submarines must be fitted with two attachment points on the underside
for hooking on the draw -down/starting bridle (See Section 10.2.2). One point must
be located a maximum of 2 feet aft of the bow, for submarine positioning on the
start line. The location of the second point, which should optimize trim when the
submarine is restrained by the bridle and permit easy access for bridle release, is
left to the discretion of the designer.
9.1.6 All changes to submarines which have atready been approved must be
submitted in final form in writing to the judges no later than April 16, 1993.

9.2 PROPULSION SYSTEMS

9.2.1 Propulsion system must be human powered. Stored power systems are not
allowed except for non propulsion/control related equipment.
9.2.2 Energy storage devices such as flywheels are not permitted; all power
systems must be direct drive without decouplers.
9.2.3 The propulsor and only the propulsor must supply all of the propulsive force
used by the submarine. By definition, the submarine includes all submarine and
safety equipment.
9.2.4 While exhaust air for the crew can be exhausted either internally or externally
to the submarine, participants are reminded that compressed air cannot be used
as a propulsive energy device.
9.2.5 Control surfaces may not be electrically operated.

9.3 LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

9.3.1 All submarine subsystems with the exception of ballast subsystem must be
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wet and free- flooding (Liquid not air filled). Primary and emergency air supply
must be on board for each person. In particular, primary and emergency crew air
supplies may be used only for life support.
9.3.2 All submarines must provide a primary air supply with at least 150% of the
air required for the crew to propel the submarine through the 800 meter course at
1- meter depth. Participating teams must provide air consumption data and submit
the Air Consumption Form by May 14, 1993. (Form will be provided to those
contestants who have been accepted). This data shall be for the crew operating
the submarine during tests in a pool, or in open water, at a nominal 7- meter depth
under the combined conditions of 10- minute warm up, 20- minute race- work level
and 5- minute cool- down (See Appendix E, " Air Requirements "). The primary air
supply for the race events must provide 150% of this amount.
9.3.3 Regulators: A list of approved regulators is provided in Appendix F. All other
regulators will require prior appi ',val by judges. Request for permission to use a
regulator that is not included in Appendix F, should be addressed in writing to Or.
Ace
Summer, Chairman of the Judges Panel.
9.3.4 All air supply tanks must have a current visual inspection and hydrostatic
test.
9.3.5 Each crew member's emergency air supply must consist of:

(A) A spare air pony bottle for emergency use only (to be worn at all times)
with no less than 1.7 cubic feet of compressed air and
(B) An attached regulator.

9.3.6 The pony bottle air supply system with regulator is a safety device for use
only
in emergency situations. Its use in normal racing operations (launch, warm -up,
cool-
down, racing, recovery, etc .) will result in disqualification.
9.3.7 Each crew member must wear an inflatable buoyancy compensator with both
automatic (compressed air and/or C0 2 ) and oral inflation capabilities; automatic
inflation cannot be accomplished through primary air supply.
9.3.8 Life -support systems air cannot be used for submarine bailast. Also, all
ballast
systems must be closed systems. Use of soft bladders will give rise to significant
safety
issues.

9*4 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

9.4.1 Each crew member must have a deadman switch which automatically
releases a
safety buoy to the surface in the event he is disabled. The buoy must not be less
than 6 inches in diameter, must have at least 2 pounds positive buoyancy
submerged and be
international orange in color. It must be attached to the submarine by thirty feet of
1/16
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inch nylon line.
9.4.2 The deadman switches for both occupants must operate automatically with
no more
than a 10 second delay during the time trial and elimination races. Submarines
with malfunctioning inoperative deadman systems are subject to disqualification.
9.4.3 The occupant compartment must be readily accessible with a hatch or
canopy release mechanism which is operable from inside and outside of the
vehicle. The main entry and exit hatches must be marked with a 4 inch square
patch of bright orange tape or paint and with clearly visible release instructions.
occupants must be visible to safety divers at all times (this may require a viewport
for the propulsor) to ensure the safety of the crew.
9.4.4 If in use, persona! restraint systems must incorporate a single point, quick
release mechanism. Ai restraint devices, including foot straps and air hoses, must
be marked with bright orange tape or paint and be easily releasable by safety
personnel. If the foot straps are too difficult to be manually released, a remote
release system must be integrated into the entire submarine emergency
evacuation system. Crew restraint devices must be easily visible, accessible, and
removable by safety divers.
9.4.5 Each submarine must carry a flashing strobe light which flashes a minimum
of 250,000 peak lumens with each pulse and is visible in clear water for 17 meters.
Strobes must flash once per second for a minimum of one hour, be visible in the
horizontal plane for 360 degrees, and be operating %.,hen the submarine is manned
and in the water.
9.4.6 Each submarine must tow a small buoy along ti., surface. The attachment
line will be provided by contestants. The buoy must be on the surface at all times
and remain attached to the submarine at all times or the submarine will be
disqualified. Specification of the towed buoy requirements may be found in
Appendix G, "Specifications Of The Towed Surface Buoy Requirements. "Surface
buoy tether management systems are permitted.
9.4.7 All submarines must be painted with high visibility colors and have a 0.5
meter x 0.5 meter dayglow patch atop the submarine for its assigned race number.
In the case of partially or entirely transparent submarines, the submarine crew and
the inner workings must be highly visible.
9.4.8 Official race numbers will be assigned by the Race Committee. These
numbers must be painted on or attached to two sides and the top of the
submarine. Numbers must be black, at least 0.5 meters high and be Helvetica type
face. The Official race number must also be clearly displayed on the surface tow
buoy.
9.4.9 Sufficient in- water test time for the submarine is imperative for a safe,
competitive system design.
9.4.10 Part of the pilot's/navigator's responsibility is to ensure safe operation of the
submarine; make sure his/her functions do not cause overload, thereby creating
a significant safety issue.
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APPENDIX V
Trident2 drawing and images
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